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Welcome to November, Illustrious Fellow Nerds!
When most people in the US think of November their thoughts instantly spring to
that classic national holiday where friends and family come together to celebrate
the very fabric of that which binds us. I’m referring, of course, to National Cookie
Monster Day.
But you might be surprised to learn that November isn’t just a month for
celebrating the gluttonous consumption of baked goods! It also features a lesserknown festival of eating all kinds of other stuff called Thanksgiving.
In this month’s edition, we’ll focus on bringing a touch of nerdy magic to this quaint
and little-known tradition.

Connected Kitchen Gadgets:
Take Thanksgiving to the Next
Level
Okay so you have the apps, but enhancing your
Thanksgiving festivities needn’t end there. Take a
look at these cool kitchen “nerdhancements”.

Apps To Rule Your
Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving seems to involve eating stuff and
giving thanks for things. These apps will help you
elevate both to an art form.

ReadMore

ReadMore

Robocalls: Why You Can Win the Battle but
Not the War
RoboCalls are an incredibly annoying intrusion. You’ll be giving thanks
once you use some of these hot tips to keep those pesky RoboCallers at
bay.

ReadMore

6 Apps That Pay You Back
All that gratitude and eating costs money. These ingenious apps give
you some unusual ways of earning a little bit back.

ReadMore

Best Travel Deals On the Net: The Ultimate
Guide to Planning Your Travel Online
When all of that family enrichment time is over with, you may be ready
for a vacation. Here’s how to get hooked up with some sweet travel
deals.

ReadMore
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